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acoustic solutions for every space

Ready-Clip™ System

Healthier spaces with our glue-free install System 
(Ready-Clip™) there is no smell, and no VOC’s that 
damage indoor air quality and impact occupant 
wellbeing.

A sustainable solution, designed to grow with you, tiles 
are designed for reuse with their de-mountable system 
meaning they can be re-used over and over.  At end-
of-life we will take back the tiles and recycle them as 
part of our commitment to a circular economy.

Applications

Residential Spaces:
Home Office
Lounge / Living Rooms
Kids Rooms
Play Rooms

Commercial Spaces:
Meeting Rooms
Learning / Training Spaces
Video Conferencing Rooms
Board Rooms
Office Pods
Reception Areas

Product Overview

Reduce excess noise and reverberation in any hard 
surface space with our versatile Designer Tile. Our glue-
free solution speeds up installation time, and can be 
customised with an array amount of colours and 
patterns. 

Our Designer Tiles are made from 60% recycled 
content and with our take back offer at end of life, 
you’ll have not only excellent acoustic performance 
for enhanced wellbeing but an ecologically sound 
solution.

Modern styles and vibrant hues that transform the look 
and feel of your environment, addressing 
reverberation and echo effortlessly.

Manufactured locally from our Decosorb™ range of 
high-performance (NRC 0.4-0.6) acoustic panels, 
matched with modular design, you can use as few or 
as many as your space dictates. 

Effortless installation, a DIY dream whether you are a 
seasoned decorator or first-time user.  Layout and 
negative detail easily set with the supplied stencil 
template.

Square

300 x 300mm
600 x 600mm
1200 x 1200mm

Petal

300 x 300mm

Brick

300 x 600mm

Rectangle

200 x 1200mm
400 x 1200mm
600 x 1200mm

Hive

400mm
600mm

10mm

Ready-Clip™ (Patent Pending)
Glue Free mounting system

NRC 0.4 - 0.6

Standard Thicknessess:
12mm, 24mm

Standard Flat Edge

Customisation Specifications

Chamfered edge

Rebated edge

Negative Gap

Custom prints

V- Groove

CNC cut

Ready-Clip™ System


